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Systems and Methods for Tracking Motion and Gesture of Heads and Eyes

Technical Field

[0001] The present teaching general ly relates t o human machine interaction tech nology.

More specifica lly, the present teaching relates to systems and methods for tracking motion

and gestu re of human heads and eyes.

Background

[0002] Hu man computer interaction (HCI), or genera lly human machine interaction, focuses

on design and use of computer technology as wel l as interfaces between users and

com puters. HCI depends on responsive, intuitive and accurate measu rements of human

input actions. Mouse, keyboard and touch screen are conventiona l input devices that

require user's hands-on controls. Some input devices like Microsoft Kinect and Leap Motion

Control ler are capable of tracking the user's body and/or hand gestures without any physica l

contact.

[0003] The recent progress in virtua l rea lity (VR) brought goggles like Oculus Rift and HTC

Vive t o consu mer market. V R goggles can create immersive 3 dimensional (3D) experiences

t o a user. The user can look arou nd in virtua l world by a t urn of the head just like looking

arou nd in the real world.

[0004] Augmented reality (AR) is another area that is progressing fast. One major difference

between A R and V R is that A R operates in rea l-time on rea l world scenes as opposed t o

solely com puter created or recorded scenes in VR. In both VR and AR, it wil l be very usefu l

for the system t o know where the user is looking at and what actions the user wants t o take

on the intended targets. Effective and relia ble Head and eye tracking will ena ble a broad

range of applications under such circu msta nces.

[0005] Self-d riving vehicles are a lso taking the front stage nowadays. There are situations

where a car in its autonomous mode might need a driver's attention due t o updated

road/traffic conditions or driving mode changes etc. As such, it is important to consta ntly

monitor where the driver is looking at.

[0006] Machine learning and artificial intel ligence (Al) may work in a cycle of lea rning,

modeling and predicting. A quick and intuitive way t o track and confirm the user's attention

point for data acquisition and confirmation can play an important role in this loop.



[0007] Existing head and eye tracking systems include a very com plicated structure that

incu rs a high cost, and require a user to perform many actions during ca librations and

operations.

[0008] Therefore, there is a need for a head and eye motion and gestu re tracking system

and a set of workflows for calibrations and operations without the above mentioned

drawbacks.

Summary

[0009] The present teaching general ly relates to human machine interaction tech nology.

More specifica lly, the present teaching relates to systems and methods for tracking motion

and gestu re of human heads and eyes.

[0010] In one exa mple, an appa ratus configu red for tracking head movement is disclosed.

The appa ratus com prises a spatial orientation sensor and a computing device comprising a

processor and a memory communicatively cou pled with the processor. The spatia l

orientation sensor is configu red for generating a first output during a first rotation of a head

of the user about a first axis and generating a second output during a second rotation of the

head of the user about a second axis that is orthogona l to the first axis. The processor is

configured for determining an orientation relationship between the head and the spatia l

orientation sensor based on the first and second outputs.

[0011] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises a working mode

coordinator configu red for determining a working mode for the computing device based on

an input of the user, wherein the working mode is at least one of: head calibration, head

tracking, and gestu re determination.

[0012] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises a head ca librator

configured for: obtaining the first output of the spatia l orientation sensor; calculating a first

rotation vector aligned with the first axis based on the first output; obtaining the second

output of the spatia l orientation sensor; calcu lating a second rotation vector aligned with

the second axis based on the second output; and ca lcu lating one or more parameters

representing an orientation relationship between the head and the spatia l orientation

sensor based on the first and second rotation vectors.

[0013] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises a head tracker

configu red for: obtaining an initia l output of the spatia l orientation sensor when the head is

at an initia l orientation; obtaining a final output of the spatia l orientation sensor when the



head is at a fina l orientation; and detecting a head movement from the initial orientation to

the final orientation, based on the initial output of the spatia l orientation sensor, the fina l

output of the spatia l orientation sensor, and the orientation relationship between the head

and the spatial orientation sensor.

[0014] According to an embodiment, the head tracker is further configured for: configu ring

the final output to be a new initia l output of the spatia l orientation sensor; and configu ring

the final orientation to be a new initia l orientation of the head, such that futu re detection of

a head movement is relative to the new initial orientation.

[0015] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises a gestu re determiner

configured for: determining a head gestu re based on the detected head movement, wherein

the head gesture is head nod when the head moves up and down about a third axis,

wherein the head gesture is head shake when the head moves left and right about a fourth

axis that is orthogonal to the third axis, and wherein the head gestu re is head bobble when

the head moves about a fifth axis that is orthogonal to both the third axis and the fou rth

axis.

[0016] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises an instruction

generator configu red for generating an instruction based on the determined head gesture,

wherein the instruction corresponds to an input of the user to a machine.

[0017] According to an embodiment, an orientation measu red by the apparatus is

represented based on at least one of: a quaternion, Eu ler angles, and a matrix.

[0018] According to an embodiment, the appa ratus is capable of being mounted to a device

worn on head.

[0019] According to an embodiment, the spatia l orientation sensor is the on ly spatia l

orientation sensor in the appa ratus.

[0020] In another exam ple, an appa ratus configu red for tracking eye movement is disclosed.

The appa ratus com prises an imaging sensor, a spatia l orientation sensor and a computing

device com prising a processor and a memory com municatively cou pled with the processor.

The imaging sensor is configu red for captu ring and recording images of an eye of a user

when the user stares at a gaze point and performs a sequence of eye motions. The spatia l

orientation sensor is cou pled t o the imaging sensor such that the imaging sensor has a fixed

position and a fixed orientation relative to the spatial orientation sensor and is configu red

for generating outputs during the sequence of eye motions, wherein each of the outputs



corresponds to one of the images of the eye. The processor is configu red for determining a

position relationship between an eyeba ll center of the eye and the imaging sensor based on:

the images of the eye, the outputs of the spatial orientation sensor, and the fixed

orientation of the imaging sensor relative to the spatia l orientation sensor.

[0021] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises a working mode

coordinator configu red for determining a working mode for the computing device based on

an input of the user, wherein the working mode is at least one of: eye ca libration, eye

tracking, and gestu re determination.

[0022] According to an embodiment, the appa ratus is mou nted on a fixed platform and the

computing device is further configured for: configuring two markers in front of the imaging

sensor; configu ring three evenly spaced horizonta l lines on a screen of the imaging sensor,

wherein a midd le line of the three lines is in middle of the screen; obtaining a first output of

the spatia l orientation sensor when the imaging sensor is oriented to an orientation such

that an image of the two markers sits in midd le of a top line of the t hree lines; obtaining a

second output of the spatial orientation sensor when the imaging sensor is oriented to an

orientation such that an image of the two markers sits in midd le of a bottom line of the

t hree lines; obtaining a third output of the spatial orientation sensor when the imaging

sensor is oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two markers sits on left side

of the middle line of the t hree lines; obtaining a fou rth output of the spatia l orientation

sensor when the imaging sensor is oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two

markers sits on right side of the midd le line of the t hree lines; and calculating the fixed

orientation of the imaging sensor relative to the spatia l orientation sensor and a focal length

of the imaging sensor based on the first, second, third, and fourth outputs.

[0023] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises an eye calibrator

configured for instructing the user t o stare at the gaze point and perform the sequence of

eye motions; obtaining a sequence of data pairs each of which includes an image of the eye

and a corresponding output of the spatia l orientation sensor; obtaining coordinates of an

eyeba ll center of the eye in each image; and ca lcu lating coordinates of the eyeba ll center

relative to the imaging sensor.

[0024] According to an embodiment, the eye ca librator is further configu red for ca lculating

coordinates of eyeba l l centers of both eyes of the user relative to the imaging sensor based

on images of both eyes captu red by the imaging sensor.



[0025] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises an eye tracker

configured for: ca lcu lating a gaze vector pointing through an eyeba ll center of the eye on a

head to an object the user is looking at, relative to the imaging sensor; ca lcu lating the gaze

vector relative to the head based on the gaze vector relative to the imaging sensor;

ca lculating a final orientation of the eye relative to the head based on the gaze vector

relative to the head; detecting an eye movement of the eye from a predetermined initial

orientation to the fina l orientation of the eye relative to the head, based on: the

predetermined initia l orientation of the eye relative to the head and the fina l orientation of

the eye relative to the head; and ca lculating a fina l gaze vector relative to the world based

on the eye movement of the eye and an orientation relationship between the head and the

spatial orientation sensor.

[0026] According to an embodiment, the eye tracker is further configured for: configu ring

the final orientation of the eye t o be a new initial orientation of the eye relative to the head,

such that futu re detection of an eye movement is based on the new initial orientation of the

eye relative to the head.

[0027] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises a gestu re determiner

configured for determining an eye gestu re based on the detected eye movement, wherein

the eye gestu re is a stare condition when the gaze vector relative to the world is limited in a

predetermined sma ll range over a period of time.

[0028] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises an instruction

generator configu red for generating an instruction based on the determined eye gesture,

wherein the instruction corresponds to an input of the user to a machine.

[0029] According to an embodiment, the eye tracker is further configured for detecting eye

movements of both eyes of the user, wherein a gaze vector corresponding to each of the

eyes moves from a predetermined initia l orientation to a final orientation relative to the

world.

[0030] According to an embodiment, the appa ratus comprises no more imaging sensor

other than the imaging sensor and no more spatial orientation sensor other than the spatia l

orientation sensor.

[0031] In yet another exam ple, an appa ratus configured for tracking head and eye

movement is disclosed. The appa ratus com prises an imaging sensor, a spatia l orientation

sensor and a com puting device comprising a processor and a memory com municatively



cou pled with the processor. The imaging sensor is configu red for captu ring and recording

images of an eye of a user when the user sta res at a gaze point and rotates a head of the

user about a first axis and about a second axis that is orthogonal to the first axis. The spatia l

orientation sensor is cou pled t o the imaging sensor such that the imaging sensor has a fixed

position and a fixed orientation relative to the spatial orientation sensor and is configu red

for generating outputs during the rotations of the head of the user, wherein each of the

outputs corresponds to one of the images of the eye. The processor is configured for:

determining an orientation relationship between the head and the spatial orientation

sensor based on the outputs, and determining a position relationship between the center of

an eyeba ll of the eye and the imaging sensor based on: the images of the eye, the outputs of

the spatia l orientation sensor, and the fixed orientation of the imaging sensor relative to the

spatial orientation sensor.

[0032] According to an embodiment, the computing device comprises: a head tracker

configu red for: obtaining an initia l output of the spatia l orientation sensor when the head is

at an initia l orientation, obtaining a final output of the spatia l orientation sensor when the

head is at a fina l orientation, and detecting a head movement from the initia l orientation to

the final orientation, based on the initial output of the spatia l orientation sensor, the fina l

output of the spatia l orientation sensor, and the orientation relationship between the head

and the spatial orientation sensor; and an eye tracker configu red for: ca lcu lating a gaze

vector pointing t hrough the center of the eyebal l t o an object the user is looking at, relative

to the imaging sensor, ca lcu lating a gaze vector relative to the head based on the gaze

vector relative to the imaging sensor, ca lculating a fina l orientation of the eye relative to the

head based on the gaze vector relative to the head, detecting an eye movement of the eye

from a predetermined initia l orientation to the final orientation of the eye relative to the

head, based on: the predetermined initial orientation of the eye relative to the head and the

fina l orientation of the eye relative to the head, and calculating a final gaze vector relative

to the world based on the eye movement of the eye and an orientation relationship

between the head and the spatial orientation sensor.

[0033] According to an embodiment, the head movement and the eye movement are

detected at the sa me time.

[0034] According to an embodiment, the head movement and the eye movement are

detected independently from each other.



[0035] According to an embodiment, the eye tracker is further configured for configuring

the final orientation of the eye t o be a new initial orientation of the eye relative to the head,

such that futu re detection of an eye movement is based on the new initial orientation of the

eye relative to the head; and the head tracker is further configu red for: configu ring the fina l

output to be a new initial output of the spatial orientation sensor; and configu ring the fina l

orientation to be a new initial orientation of the head, such that future detection of a head

movement is relative to the new initia l orientation of the head.

[0036] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises a gestu re determiner

configured for: determining a head gestu re based on the detected head movement, wherein

the head gesture is head nod when the head moves up and down about a third axis,

wherein the head gesture is head shake when the head moves left and right about a fourth

axis that is orthogonal to the third axis, and wherein the head gestu re is head bobble when

the head moves about a fifth axis that is orthogonal to both the third axis and the fou rth

axis; determining an eye gestu re based on the detected eye movement, wherein the eye

gestu re is a stare condition when the gaze vector is limited in a predetermined smal l range

over a period of time; and determining a gestu re combination based on the eye gestu re and

the head gestu re.

[0037] According to an embodiment, the computing device com prises an instruction

generator configu red for generating an instruction based on the determined gestu re

combination, wherein the instruction corresponds to an input of the user to a machine.

[0038] According to an embodiment, the appa ratus comprises no more imaging sensor

other than the imaging sensor and no more spatial orientation sensor other than the spatia l

orientation sensor.

[0039] Disclosed herein includes a system com prising the apparatus described above and a

headset coupled to the appa ratus. The system is configured for providing a virtua l rea lity

for a wea rer of the headset.

[0040] Disclosed herein includes a system com prising the apparatus described above and a

headset coupled to the appa ratus. The system is configured for providing an augmented

rea lity for a wearer of the headset.

[0041] Disclosed herein includes a system com prising the apparatus described above and a

headset coupled to the appa ratus. The system is configured for providing an augmented

rea lity for a driver wea ring the headset in a self-d riving vehicle.



[0042] Disclosed herein includes a system com prising the apparatus described above and a

headset coupled to the appa ratus. The system is configured for developing artificia l

intel ligence and/or machine lea rning based on inputs from a user wea ring the headset.

[0043] Disclosed herein includes a system com prising the apparatus described above and a

weara ble device coupled to the apparatus. The system is configu red for developing human

machine interaction based on inputs from a user wea ring the wearable device.

[0044] In a different exam ple, a method, implemented on a machine com prising at least

one processor and a memory for tracking a movement of an object, is disclosed. The

method comprises: generating a first output during a first rotation of the object about a first

axis; generating a second output during a second rotation of the object about a second axis

that is orthogonal t o the first axis; and determining an orientation relationship between the

object and the spatia l orientation sensor based on the first and second outputs.

[0045] According to an embodiment, the object is a head of a user.

[0046] In another example, a method, implemented on a machine com prising at least one

processor and a memory for tracking head and eye movement, is disclosed. The method

com prises: captu ring and recording, by an imaging sensor, images of an eye of a user when

the user stares at a gaze point and performs a sequence of head and eye motions;

generating, by a spatia l orientation sensor, outputs during the sequence of head and eye

motions, wherein each of the outputs corresponds to one of the images of the eye, wherein

the imaging sensor has a fixed position and a fixed orientation relative to the spatia l

orientation sensor; and determining, by the at least one processor, a position relationship

between a center of an eyeba l l of the eye and the imaging sensor based on: the images of

the eye, the outputs of the spatia l orientation sensor, and the fixed orientation of the

imaging sensor relative to the spatia l orientation sensor.

[0047] In yet another exam ple, a method, implemented on a machine com prising at least

one processor and a memory for tracking head and eye movement, is disclosed. The

method comprises: captu ring and recording, by an imaging sensor, images of an eye of a

user when the user stares at a gaze point and rotates a head of the user about a first axis

and about a second axis that is orthogona l t o the first axis; generating, by a spatia l

orientation sensor, outputs during the rotations of the head of the user, wherein each of the

outputs corresponds to one of the images of the eye, wherein the imaging sensor has a

fixed position and a fixed orientation relative to the spatial orientation sensor; determining,



by the at least one processor, an orientation relationship between the head and the spatial

orientation sensor based on the outputs; and determining, by the at least one processor, a

position relationship between a center of an eyebal l of the eye and the imaging sensor

based on: the images of the eye, the outputs of the spatia l orientation sensor, and the fixed

orientation of the imaging sensor relative to the spatia l orientation sensor.

[0048] In yet another exam ple, a machine-readable tangible and non-tra nsitory mediu m

having information for tracking head and eye movement, wherein the information, when

read by the machine, causes the machine to perform the fol lowing: generating a first output

during a first rotation of a head of a user about a first axis; generating a second output

during a second rotation of the head of the user about a second axis that is orthogona l t o

the first axis; and determining an orientation relationship between the head and the spatia l

orientation sensor based on the first and second outputs.

[0049] In stil l another exa mple, an appa ratus is disclosed. The apparatus com prises an

imaging sensor, a spatial orientation sensor, and a computing device com prising a processor

and a memory communicatively cou pled with the processor. The spatia l orientation sensor

is cou pled t o the imaging sensor such that the imaging sensor has a fixed position and a

fixed orientation relative to the spatial orientation. The processor is configu red for:

configuring two markers in front of the imaging sensor, configu ring t hree evenly spaced

horizontal lines on a screen of the imaging sensor, wherein a midd le line of the t hree lines is

in middle of the screen, obtaining a first output of the spatial orientation sensor when the

imaging sensor is oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two markers sits in

midd le of a top line of the three lines, obtaining a second output of the spatial orientation

sensor when the imaging sensor is oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two

markers sits in midd le of a bottom line of the t hree lines, obtaining a third output of the

spatial orientation sensor when the imaging sensor is oriented to an orientation such that

an image of the two markers sits on left side of the middle line of the t hree lines, obtaining a

fourth output of the spatia l orientation sensor when the imaging sensor is oriented to an

orientation such that an image of the two markers sits on right side of the midd le line of the

t hree lines, and calcu lating the fixed orientation of the imaging sensor relative to the spatial

orientation sensor and a foca l length of the imaging sensor based on the first, second, third,

and fou rth outputs.



[0050] Additiona l novel featu res wil l be set forth in part in the description which fol lows,

and in pa rt will become apparent t o those skil led in the art upon exa mination of the

fol lowing and the accom panying drawings or may be lea rned by production or operation of

the exam ples. The advantages of the present teachings may be rea lized and attained by

practice or use of various aspects of the methodologies, instru mentalities and com binations

set forth in the detailed exam ples discussed below.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0051] Fig. 1 i l lustrates various 3D coordinate systems referred in the tracking system

described herein, according t o an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0052] Fig. 2 i l lustrates an exemplary head coordinate system referred in the tracking

system described herein, according to an embodi ment of the present teaching;

[0053] Fig. 3 i l lustrates an exempla ry gyroscope that is mou nted on a head gea r o r a hel met

worn by a user, according t o an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0054] Fig. 4 i l lustrates an exemplary tracking system that com prises a gyroscope and a

camera both attached t o a rigid frame, according to an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0055] Fig. 5 i l lustrates an exemplary diagra m of a tracking system described herein,

according t o an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0056] Fig. 6 i l lustrates an exemplary diagra m of a computing device in a tracking system

described herein, according t o an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0057] Fig. 7 i l lustrates a sequence of movements t o be applied to the camera during a

camera calibration mode, according t o an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0058] Fig. 8 shows a flow chart of an exem pla ry process for a head calibration, according to

an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0059] Fig. 9 shows a flow chart of an exem pla ry process for a camera calibration, according

t o an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0060] Fig. 10 shows a flow chart of an exemplary process for an eye only ca libration,

according t o an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0061] Fig. 11 shows a flow chart of an exemplary process for a head and eye combined

ca libration, according t o an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0062] Fig. 12 i l lustrates that during the eye ca libration, from a left side view of the user's

head, the user maintains a fixed gaze line, such that while the head t u rns up or down, left o r



right, in order t o maintain a fixed gaze line, the eye compensates in the opposite direction,

according t o an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0063] Fig. 13 i l lustrates that during the eye ca libration, from a top view of the user's head,

the user maintains a fixed gaze line, such that while the head turns up or down, left o r right,

in order t o maintain a fixed gaze line, the eye com pensates in the opposite direction,

according t o an embodiment of the present teaching;

[0064] Fig. 14 schematical ly shows a system comprising the tracking system described

herein suita ble for a virtua l reality application, according t o an embodiment of the present

teaching;

[0065] Fig. 15 schematica lly shows a system comprising the tracking system described

herein suita ble for an augmented reality application, according t o an embodiment of the

present teaching;

[0066] Fig. 16 schematical ly shows a system comprising the tracking system described

herein suita ble for implementing on a self-d riving car, according to an embodi ment of the

present teaching; and

[0067] Fig. 17 schematica lly shows a system comprising the tracking system described

herein suita ble for implementing on an artificial intelligence that works with machine

lea rning, according t o an embodiment of the present teaching.

Detailed Description

[0068] In the following detailed description, numerous specific details are set forth by way

of exa mples in order to provide a thorough understa nding of the relevant teachings.

However, it shou ld be apparent t o those skil led in the art that the present teachings may be

practiced without such details. In other insta nces, wel l known methods, procedu res,

com ponents, and/or circuitry have been described at a relatively high-level, without detail,

in order t o avoid unnecessarily obscuring aspects of the present teachings.

[0069] The present teaching relates t o a wea rable system for tracking head and eye motion

and gestu re. The system may achieve rea l time performance in good accu racy, and can be

implemented using low cost off-the- shelf components. The present teaching discloses

various ca libration and tracking procedu res of the system.

[0070] To better i l lustrate methods and systems disclosed in the present teaching, FIG. 1

i l lustrates various 3D coordinate systems referred in the tracking system described herein,

according t o an embodiment of the present teaching. There are five 3D coordinate systems



referred in this system as shown in FIG. 1: World coordinate system Xw-Yw-Zw-Ow,

represented by CS-W 110; Gyroscope coordinate system Xg-Yg-Zg-Og represented by CS-G

120; Head coordinate system Xh-Yh-Zh-Oh represented by CS-H 130; Camera coordinate

system Xc-Yc-Zc-Oc represented by CS-C 140; and Eye coordinate system Xe-Ye-Ze-Oe

represented by CS-E 150.

[0071] An object coordinate system CS-0 can refer t o either CS-H o r CS-C. A CS-E can refer

t o either left eye CS-H L o r right eye CS-CR . The origin of CS-E is at the center of an eyeba ll.

The unit of CS-C and CS-E is defined as the radius of eyebal l . The containing order of these

coordinate systems is: CS-W -> CS-G -> CS-H -> CS-C -> CS-E.

[0072] A terminology used in this present teaching can comprise 3 parts ABC: A: type, B:

specific, C: context. As an exam ple, t o use a quaternion t o represent the orientation of a

camera in the gyroscope coordinate system, w e can use qcg, where "q" sta nds for

quaternion, "c" stands for camera and "g" stands for gyroscope.

[0073] The definition for a 3D coordinate system using right hand ru le can be fou nd in the

Appendix section. The definition for a 2D coordinate system for Ca mera image frame can be

found in the Appendix section.

[0074] Quaternion wil l be widely used in this present teaching. It is noted that a function

using quaternion can have an equiva lent expression using matrix. Mathematical utility

f unctions including functions related t o quaternion, vector and matrix used in this present

teaching are listed in the Appendix section.

[0075] The CS-W can be defined in different contexts. In one em bodiment, it can be aligned

with certain landma rks at a given location on ea rth, o r with the magnetic field of the earth,

o r certain conditions a sensor manufactu re uses, therefore represented by CS-WO. In

another em bodiment, for sim plification, it can be aligned with an initia l orientation of the

CS-G, therefore represented by CS-W1. In another embodiment, for simplification, it can be

aligned with an initia l orientation of a CS-O, therefore CS-W2. As such, a world coordinate

system CS-W can refer t o CS-WO, CS-W1 o r CS-W2.

[0076] A gyroscope can measu re its own orientation in 3D space. The raw output

quaternion qgr of CS-G is in its pre-defined CS-WO by the sensor. To simplify the mathematic

model, CS-W1 can be defined by aligning the CS-W with an initia l orientation of CS-G.

[0077] Therefore, the orientation quaternion qgw for CS-G in CS-W1 is:

qgw = q_prd2( qgr0_cnj, qgr )



where:

qgr0_cnj = q_cnj( qgrO )

qgrO is the initia l orientation quaternion of CS-G.

[0078] A gyroscope can be used t o measu re the orientation of an object in 3D space.

Assuming qog is the quaternion representing the orientation of an CS-0 in CS-G, qog can be

obtained by one of the calibration procedures which wil l be described in detail later.

[0079] For reference, 2 quaternions are defined:

qhg is the quaternion representing the orientation of CS-H in CS-G;

qcg is the quaternion representing the orientation of CS-C in CS-G.

[0080] Knowing the orientation quaternion qog of an CS-0 in CS-G, its orientation

quaternion qogw in CS-W1 can be calcu lated as:

qogw = q_prd2( qgw, qog )

where qgw is the orientation quaternion of CS-G in CS-W1.

[0081] To further sim plify the orientation of CS-0 in CS-W, the CS-W2 can be defined by

aligning CS- W with an initial orientation of the CS-O.

[0082] Assuming qogO is the initia l orientation quaternion of the CS-0 in CS-G,

qow is the quaternion of CS-0 in this new CS-W2, w e have:

qow = q_prd3( qog0_cnj, qgw, qog )

where:

qog0_cnj = q_cnj( qogO ) .

[0083] The CS-H is shown in FIG. 2. The X axis pointing from user's left ea r t o the right ear, Y

axis pointing from bottom of jaw pointing t o the top of the head, and Z axis pointing from

the tip of the nose t o the back of the head. As a result, X axis aligns with our normal sense

of horizontal direction, Y axis aligns with our normal sense of vertica l direction, and Z axis

aligns with our norma l sense of front t o back directions. The directions of rotation about its

axes are defined in the Appendix section.

[0084] According to various embodi ments of the present teaching, the system disclosed

herein may include different com ponents.

[0085] In one embodiment, the system includes one or more sensing unit. The sensing unit

may include a gyroscope, or genera lly a spatia l orientation sensor, which is a sensor that

measu res its orientation in 3D space. The spatia l orientation sensor can be either a

mecha nica l o r an electronic device. The most common ly used electronic spatia l orientation



sensor usua lly fuses the outputs of accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetic field sensor t o

get a relia ble output. A gyroscope can measure the rotation angle speed of an object along

its 3 axes in 3D space. For sim plicity, the terminology "gyroscope" wil l be used

intercha ngeably with "spatia l orientation sensor." A gyroscope's output can be in one of

severa l formats, such as a 3 by 3 matrix, Eu ler angles or quaternion etc. Quaternion wil l be

used as a gyroscope output for i l lustration in the present teaching. The gyroscope's raw

output may be an orientation quaternion. More information about quaternion mathematics

can be found in Appendix section. By attaching a gyroscope t o an object, the orientation of

that object can be measu red.

[0086] The sensing unit may include a camera, which is an imaging sensor that measu res

the brightness and color of light. A camera can be of color, graysca le, infra red or non-

infra red etc. Important pa rameters of a camera include its physica l dimensions, resolution

and foca l length of the lens mou nted etc. A 2D camera image frame coordinate system for

is defined for camera output.

[0087] According to various embodi ments of the present teaching, the system may have

two typical sensing unit configu rations. Configu ration A includes only a gyroscope; while

configu ration B includes both a gyroscope and a camera. As gyroscope is in both

configu rations, the position and orientation of the sensing unit is set t o be the sa me as

those of the gyroscope. Therefore, CS-G is used for the coordinate system of sensing unit.

Referring to the position and orientation of a sensing unit is the same as referring those of

the gyroscope.

[0088] In one embodiment, the system includes a head gear or headset, which is an

appa ratus for fixing the sensing unit t o user's head. The headset can be a glasses frame, a

head mou nted display or a hel met, etc., depending on the applications.

[0089] In one embodiment, the system includes a com puter that processes the output of

the sensing unit and ca lculates the motion/gesture tracking resu lts. The computer can be

either an embedded system or a desktop system.

[0090] In one embodiment, the system includes com puter softwa re insta lled on the

com puter for implementing the algorith ms disclosed herein and ena bling the workflows

disclosed herein.

[0091] As shown in FIG. 3, in configu ration A, the sensing unit has only a gyroscope 310.

The user wears the gyroscope on a head gear, which may be a head mounted display or a



helmet, so that the head motion can be measu red. It is noted that only head motion is

tracked in this configu ration A.

[0092] According to one embodiment of configu ration A, the relative position and

orientation between the sensing unit and the user's head do not cha nge during the tracking

session. As long as this condition is met, there is no restriction on the position and

orientation of the sensing unit relative t o user's head. This provides the user flexibilities

about where t o put the sensing unit.

[0093] The orientation quaternion qhg of CS-H in CS-G can be obtained through a

ca libration procedu re.

[0094] The system works in tracking mode after the ca libration. Details on how head

tracking mode works will be described later. At any time, the CS-W can be re-a ligned with

the cu rrent head orientation t o get CS-W2. This can provide the user an intuitive self-

centered view.

[0095] Besides the user's head, the sensing unit can be mounted on a wide range of object

such as a display, a camera, a drone etc. for motion tracking. Its tracking mode works in the

sa me way as described for the head tracking mode.

[0096] As shown in FIG. 4, in configuration B, the sensing unit has a gyroscope 410 and a

camera 420. They may be attached to a rigid fra me 430 so that their relative position and

orientation do not cha nge in a l l time, as shown in FIG. 4. In this configuration B, both head

and eye motions can be tracked when it works in tracking mode. In genera l, as long as the

relative position and orientation between the gyroscope 410 and the camera 420 do not

cha nge during a given tracking session, the system wil l work. A new tracking session may

begin when the sensing unit is first put on or its position or orientation changes. A calibration

may be needed before such a new tracking session in order to obtain the relative position

between an eye and the imaging sensor and the relative orientation between the head and

gyroscope. These calibration procedures are described later.

[0097] According t o one embodiment of configu ration B, the orientation quaternion qcg of

CS-C in CS-G is know n qcg can be obtained t hrough a ca libration procedure described later.

[0098] The sensing unit may be worn by the user and is positioned in front of one or both of

the eyes with some kind of headgear. In genera l, as long as the relative position and

orientation between the sensing unit and the user's head do not cha nge during a given

tracking session, the system wil l work however the user positions the sensing unit.



[0099] There is no restriction on the position and orientation of the sensing unit relative t o

the head o r an eye as long as the center area of the eye fal ls in the field of view of the

camera. This can provide flexibilities for the user t o decide where t o put the sensing unit.

[00100] The orientation quaternion qcg of CS-H in CS-G and the coordinates vec of

the origin of CS-E in the CS-C may be obtained t hrough calibration procedu res. These

ca libration procedures are described in later.

[00101] After calibrations, the system works in tracking mode. It may track the

orientations of the head and eyebal l independently. At any time, the CS-W ca n be re

aligned with the cu rrent orientation of CS-H and get CS-W2. In addition, at any time, CS-E

can be re-a ligned with the current orientation of CS-H and get CS-E1. This can provide the

user an intuitive self-centered view and can help t o reset possible measurement errors

occu rred in the system.

[00102] As head and eye motion are tracked independently, a set of head/eye

gestu res can be defined and detected. For exa mple, a stare condition may be detected if

the user fixes the gaze point on a t arget. Depending on the motions of the head under a

sta re condition, a set of head gesture can be detected including head nod, head shake, and

head bobble. Furthermore, the combination of these gestu res can form new complex

gestu res.

[00103] Fig. 5 i l lustrates an exempla ry diagra m of a tracking system 500 described

herein, according t o an embodiment of the present teaching. As shown in FIG. 5, the

tracking system 500 includes a camera 510, a gyroscope 520, and a com puting device 530.

It can be understood that according t o different configu rations, the tracking system may

include on ly a gyroscope without a camera.

[00104] In this exa mple, the camera 510 may captu re and record an image of an

object, e.g. one o r two eyes of a user. Du ring both calibration and tracking modes, the

camera 510 may hel p t o determine an orientation of an eye of the user relative t o the

tracking system 500, o r relative t o the gyroscope 520. It can be understood that the camera

510 may be generalized to any imaging sensor that can capture and record an image of an

object.

[00105] The camera 510 may receive a request from the computing device 530 for an

eye image, and send the captu red eye image to the com puting device 530 for calibration

and/or tracking of eye motions and orientation.



[00106] The gyroscope 520 in this exa mple is cou pled t o the camera 510 such that the

relative position and orientation between the camera 510 and the gyroscope 520 are fixed

during each tracking session. For exa mple, the camera 510 and the gyroscope 520 may be

stick together o r con nected via a rigid fra me. In genera l, the gyroscope 520 can be any

spatial orientation sensor, which is a sensor that measures its orientation in 3D space. The

spatial orientation sensor can be either a mecha nica l o r an electronic device. A gyroscope's

output can be in one of several formats, such as a 3 by 3 matrix, Eu ler angles or quaternion

etc. The gyroscope 520 may generate outputs during movements of a head and/or an eye

of the user.

[00107] The gyroscope 520 may receive a request from the com puting device 530 for

orientation information of the head, an eye, and/or the camera 510, and send the

orientation information to the computing device 530 for ca libration and/or tracking of head

and eye motions and gestu re.

[00108] The com puting device 530 in this exam ple may receive user inputs from the

user, and determine a working mode, which may be a ca libration or tracking mode, based

on the user inputs. Du ring either mode, the com puting device 530 may send request t o the

camera 510 and/or the gyroscope 520 for image and orientation information respectively.

After obtaining the eye image and orientation information of the head and/or the camera

510, the com puting device 530 may perform head/eye calibration, head/eye tracking,

and/or gestu re determination, based on various algorith ms.

[00109] In one embodiment, after determining a gesture based on the user's

head/eye motion, the computing device 530 may generate and provide an instruction t o a

corresponding device. For exa mple, the user may perform the gestu re t o trigger the

instruction to control a device like a headset used in VR, AR, self-d riving vehicle, Al learning

machine, etc.

[00110] Fig. 6 i l lustrates an exempla ry diagra m of a computing device 530 in a

tracking system described herein, according to an embodiment of the present teaching. As

shown in FIG. 6, the com puting device 530 in this exa mple includes a working mode

coordinator 610, a user input ana lyzer 620, a head calibrator 630, an eye ca librator 632, a

head tracker 640, an eye tracker 642, a gesture determiner 650, an instruction generator

660, instructions 665, and a head/eye orientation database 680.



[00111] The user input analyzer 620 in this example may receive user inputs from a

user of the tracking system. For exa mple, the user inputs may come from a button, a switch,

or a touch screen on the tracking system. The user inputs may indicate the user wants to

t urn on/off of the tracking system, manual ly turn the tracking system to a specific working

mode, and/or provide some parameters for the ca libration and tracking. The user input

analyzer 620 may analyze these inputs and provide corresponding information to the

working mode coordinator 610 for working mode coordination.

[00112] The working mode coordinator 610 in this exam ple can determine a working

mode. The working mode may be one of: head ca libration, eye ca libration, head tracking,

eye tracking, and gesture determination. The determination of a working mode may be

based on the user inputs or a predetermined setup. For example, the system may

automatical ly enter head tracking mode after the head is ca librated, and automatical ly

enter eye tracking mode after an eye is ca librated.

[00113] For each working mode, the working mode coordinator 610 may send a

corresponding request to the camera 510 and/or the gyroscope 520 for eye images and

orientation information respectively. The working mode coordinator 610 can receive the

eye images from the camera 510 and the orientation information from the gyroscope 520,

and forwa rd the eye images and orientation information to a corresponding unit based on

the determined working mode.

[00114] In one exa mple, the working mode is determined to be head ca libration by

the working mode coordinator 610. The working mode coordinator 610 may forward head

orientation information to the head ca librator 630 for head calibration. The head

orientation information comes from outputs of the gyroscope 520.

[00115] In another exam ple, the working mode is determined to be eye calibration by

the working mode coordinator 610. The working mode coordinator 610 may forwa rd eye

images and camera orientation information to the eye ca librator 632 for eye calibration.

The camera orientation information comes from outputs of the gyroscope 520.

[00116] In yet another exam ple, the working mode is determined to be head and eye

com bined calibration by the working mode coordinator 610. The working mode coordinator

610 may then forwa rd head orientation information to the head ca librator 630 for head

ca libration and eye images and camera orientation information to the eye calibrator 632 for

eye ca libration.



[00117] Details about ca libration according t o various embodiments are described

below.

[00118] As discussed above, configu ration A has on ly a gyroscope in the sensing unit

for tracking the orientation of an object, e.g. the head of the user. The calibration

procedu re for obtaining the orientation quaternion qog of CS-0 in CS-G is generic for any

object that has a gyroscope attached t o it. The "object" here can refer to the user's head, a

camera, a display etc., depending on the applications.

[00119] In one embodiment, the user head is ca librated. By rotating the head along

any 2 of the 3 axes of CS-H, the orientation quaternion qhg of CS-H in CS-G can be obtained.

[00120] In one calibration procedu re, the user first moves the head up and down

(about its X axis) such that the head calibrator 630 can record the gyroscope outputs during

the movements. Then the user moves the head left and right (about its Y axis) such that the

head ca librator 630 can record the gyroscope outputs in the movements as wel l . This

combination of head movements, i.e. first along X axis and then alone Y axis, can be named

as M-XY.

[00121] Simila rly, other com binations of rotations about any 2 of the 3 axes can be

used as ca libration procedu re and achieve the sa me goal. In sum mary, al l of the possible

combinations are M-XY, M-XZ, M-YX, M-YZ, M-ZX, M-ZY, with first letter denoting the name

of the axis t o first rotate about, second letter denoting the name of the axis t o rotate about

secondly.

[00122] A 3D rotation vector aligned with the axis about which the user head is

rotating can be calcu lated using the gyroscope raw outputs quaternions relative t o its CS-

W0. Knowing the initial and fina l orientations quaternion q O and q l , the difference

quaternion qx_dif between them during the rotations can be ca lculated.

[00123] A 3D rotation unit vector vx can be obtained from q_dif.

[00124] Repeat the procedu re on Y or Z axis, one can get vy o r vz. As a resu lt, vx vy

and vz are the vectors aligned with the X, Y and Z axes of the CS-H in CS-G. X, Y and Z axes

may be orthogona l, i.e. perpendicu la r, t o each other. Knowing any 2 of them, the third can

be derived. Therefore, having any 2 of vx, vy and vz, the orientation quaternion qhg can be

obtained.

[00125] A detailed implementation for calculating quaternion qhg can be found in

Algorithms section.



[00126] As discussed above, the system according to configuration B has a gyroscope

and a camera in the sensing unit, as shown in FIG. 5. The gyroscope and the camera can

work together t o track head, camera orientation, and the movements of the eyeba l l .

[00127] The following may be obtained by following the ca libration procedu res:

Camera, the orientation quaternion qcg of CS-C in CS-G,

Head, the orientation quaternion qhg of CS-H in CS-G,

Eye, the coordinates vec of the origin of CS-E in CS-C.

[00128] Camera ca libration is described below.

[00129] Calibrating a camera is t o obtain the camera orientation quaternion qcg of

CS-C in CS-G. This is a specia l case of calibrating an object's CS-0 in CS-G. As such, this can

be performed by the head calibrator 630 only once when the camera is first cou pled with

the gyroscope. Some extra steps may be t aken. First, 2 markers need to be set in front of

the camera. The line con necting the 2 markers needs t o be paral lel t o the X axis of CS-C. In

addition, a display for camera frame may be needed during the calibration procedure.

Fu rthermore, 3 even ly spaced horizonta l lines are t o be d rawn on top of each camera

captured fra mes on the screen. The midd le line is in the middle of the screen. Their

positions do not cha nge. A sequence of movements needs to be applied t o the camera as

shown in FIG. 7.

[00130] As shown in FIG. 7, the camera needs to be oriented 4 times t o meet certain

criteria :

[00131] Step 1: the camera is oriented t o an orientation so that the image of the 2

markers sit in the midd le of the top line, and the raw quaternion output q O of the gyroscope

is obtained. Step 2: the camera is oriented t o an orientation so that the image of the 2

markers sit in the midd le of the bottom line, and the raw quaternion output q l of the

gyroscope is obtained. Step 3: the camera is oriented to an orientation so that the image of

the 2 markers sit in the left side of the middle line, and the raw quaternion output q2 of the

gyroscope is obtained. Step 4: the camera is oriented to an orientation so that the image of

the 2 markers sit in the right side of the midd le line, and the raw quaternion output q3 of

the gyroscope is obtained.

[00132] It can be understood that the order of these 4 steps is not importa nt, i.e. they

can be performed in different orders in any com bination.



[00133] Knowing qO, ql, a2 and q3, the camera orientation quaternion qcg of CS-C in

CS-G can be obtained the same way as the genera l methods of obtaining the orientation

quaternion of an CS-0 in CS-G as described in Algorith ms section.

[00134] In addition, the focal length of the camera can also be obtained as described

in Algorithms section.

[00135] This camera ca libration on ly needs t o be done once for a given sensing unit.

[00136] Head ca libration in configuration B is t o obtain the orientation quaternion

qhg of CS-H in CS-G. It needs t o be performed for each tracking session when the sensing

unit is first put on o r its position o r orientation changes. Head calibration can be done alone

as described for configu ration A, o r it can be com bined with eye ca libration as described

below.

[00137] Eye ca libration in configu ration B is t o obtain the coordinates vec of the

origin of CS-E in CS-C. It needs to be performed for each tracking session when the sensing

unit is first put on o r its position o r orientation changes. Eye ca libration can be done alone

o r it can be com bined with the head ca libration. The eye calibrator 632 in FIG. 6 may

perform both eye on ly ca libration and a combined calibration together with the head

ca librator 630.

[00138] In one embodiment, before eye calibration, camera orientation quaternion

qcg of CS-C in CS-G has been obtained t hrough camera ca libration as described above.

[00139] During eye calibration, the camera captu res the images of the user's eye. In

the mea ntime, the gyroscope measures the orientation of the camera. Both of the eye

images from the camera and raw orientation quaternions from the gyroscope may be time

stam ped using a master clock. The sam ples are paired by choosing the images and

quaternions that are closest in time.

[00140] In eye only calibration procedu re, the user is instructed t o perform a

sequence of head and eye motions in order t o get the right combination of gyroscope and

camera sa mple data. The user shou ld pick a gaze point at a dista nce and sta re at it. A gaze

point is where the user's eye is sta ring at. Without losing eye focus on that gaze point, the

user t u rns the head.

[00141] When performing eye only ca libration, it is not required where exactly the

gaze point is. It is not required what kind of motion the head has. It is recommended the

dista nce from gaze point t o the center of the eye is much longer than the possible loca l



translations of the center of the eye when performing the sequence of head and eye

motions.

[00142] During the eye ca libration, the user maintains a fixed gaze line. A gaze line is

the line sta rting from the center of the eyeba l l, passing the center of the pupil and la nding

on the gaze point.

[00143] As shown in FIG. 12, in one exa mple, while the head t u rns up o r down in

order t o maintain a fixed gaze line, the eye compensates in the opposite direction, such that

in al l t hree scena rios 1210, 1212, 1214, the eye pupil shou ld be always pointing t o the same

direction. But the eye bal l position in the images 1220, 1222, 1224 t aken by the camera

shou ld be different in the t hree scenarios.

[00144] Simila rly, as shown in FIG. 13, in one exam ple, while the head t u rns left and

right in order to maintain a fixed gaze line, the eye compensates in the opposite direction,

such that in all t hree scenarios 1310, 1312, 1314, the eye pupil shou ld be always pointing to

the same direction. But the eye ba ll position in the images 1320, 1322, 1324 taken by the

camera shou ld be different in the three scena rios.

[00145] The gyroscope and camera in the sensing unit move with the head during the

ca libration. They captu re pairs of sam ple data that com prise the raw orientation quaternion

of the gyroscope and the image of center area of the eye respectively.

[00146] These pairs of sa mple data of raw orientation quaternions and eye images

are time sta mped and recorded during this procedu re. It is noted that during eye on ly

ca libration, there is no dependency on the orientation of the head.

[00147] Three pairs of sa mple data are sufficient t o ca lculate the coordinates vec of

the origin of CS-E in the CS-C. More pairs of sa mple data can be used t o improve accu racy

and robustness.

[00148] For each captu red eye image, the coordinates of the eye pupil center xy = (x,

y) are obtained through image processing. As a resu lt, each pair of camera orientation and

eye pupil position data can be represented as ( qi, xyi ),

where:

q i is the raw output quaternion of the gyroscope,

xyi = ( xi, yi ) are the coordinate of the eye pupil center,

i is the index of the sam ple data pairs.



[00149] The resu lt is the coordinates vec of the origin of CS-E in CS-C. The detailed on

ca lculating vec is in Algorithms section.

[00150] A com bined head and eye ca libration can be performed with a different

sequence of head and eye motions.

[00151] In one embodiment, the user can pick a gaze point at a dista nce. Without

losing eye focus of that gaze point, the user t u rns the head according t o the procedu re

described above for head on ly calibration, i.e. up and down, left and right for one ca libration

procedu re.

[00152] At least 4 pairs of sa mple data ( qi, xyi ) can be obtained in this procedure.

Therefore, the orientation quaternion qhg of CS-H in CS-G can be obtained using methods

describe above for configu ration A, and in the same time, the coordinates vec of the origin

of CS-E in the CS-C can be obtained using method describe for eye on ly ca libration.

[00153] It is time saving and more intuitive to user that the head and eye ca libration

can be done in one procedu re.

[00154] In one embodiment, after head calibration and/or eye ca libration, the head

ca librator 630 and the eye calibrator 632 may store ca librated information to the head/eye

orientation data base 680 for futu re tracking. The head/eye orientation database 680 may

store ca librated information for multiple users that have used the tracking system. For

exa mple, for each user, after head ca libration, the head/eye orientation data base 680 may

store qhg for the user, i.e. the quaternion representing the orientation of CS-H of the user in

CS-G of the gyroscope 520. After camera ca libration, the head/eye orientation database

680 may store qcg, quaternion representing the orientation of CS-C of the camera 510 in CS-

G of the gyroscope 520. In addition, after eye ca libration, the head/eye orientation

data base 680 may store vec and vgc for each user; vec represents coordinates of the origin

of CS-E of the user's eye in CS-C of the camera 510; vgc represents the gaze vector that

pointing from the origin of CS-E of the user's eye, t hrough the center of eye pupil of an eye,

t o the object the user is looking at in the CS-C of the camera 510 under the condition that

the user can fit the sensing unit back t o the same position and orientation relative to user's

head and eye. Otherwise, a new rou nd of head and eye ca librations may t o be performed.

[00155] It is noted that results from head and eye ca librations may be on ly usefu l if

the user does not move the apparatus. If the user takes it off and puts it back, there is a

good cha nce that the sensing unit's position and orientation relative t o the user's head and



eye will change. Accordingly, in one embodiment, the system consta ntly updates the resu lts

from head and eye calibrations stored in the head/eye orientation database 680. In another

embodiment, the head/eye orientation data base 680 does not store the resu lts from head

and eye calibrations.

[00156] Referring back to FIG. 6, after the working mode coordinator 610 determines

that the working mode is head tracking or eye tracking, the working mode coordinator 610

may obtain orientation information and eye images from the gyroscope 520 and the camera

510 respectively, and forwa rd them to the head tracker 640 for head tracking and t o the eye

tracker 642 for eye tracking.

[00157] For head tracking in configu ration A, where on ly head motion is tracked with

a gyroscope, assu ming the qhg is obtained and stored in the head/eye orientation data base

680 using calibration procedu re described above. The orientation of the head in CS-W2 can

be obtained using methods described above.

[00158] To be specific, assu ming the CS-W2 is aligned with the initia l orientation of

the CS-H. qgr is the gyroscope's raw output quaternion, qgrO is the gyroscope's raw output

quaternion when the head is at its initia l orientation.

[00159] The orientation quaternion qhw can be ca lculated :

qhw = q_prd4( qhg_cnj, qgr0_cnj, qgr, qhg )

where:

qgr0_cnj = q_cnj( qgrO )

qhg_cnj = q_cnj( qhg )

[00160] The ability to allow user t o re-a lign CS-W2 with CS-H at any time can provide

the user an intuitive self-centered view.

[00161] It can be understood that head tracking in configu ration B may be performed

by the head tracker 640 in a similar way as that for configuration A.

[00162] Eye tracking in configu ration B can be performed by the eye tracker 642. It is

assu med the following calibrations are done: ca mera calibration, head calibration, and eye

ca libration.

[00163] Eye tracking may include severa l steps as below.

[00164] In a first step, eye tracking includes ca lcu lating a gaze vector in camera

coordinate system. It is assu med that the following are known and can be obtained from

the head/eye orientation data base 680:



qcg

vec = ( xc, yc, zc ) coordinate of the origin of CS-E in CS-C

vgc = ( xg, yg, zg ) the gaze vector that pointing from the origin of CS-E, t hrough the center of

eye pupil, t o the object user is looking at in the CS-C.

[00165] Details o n ca lculating vgc are in Algorith ms section.

[00166] In a second step, eye tracking includes ca lculating a gaze quaternion in head

coordinate system. In a head and eye tracking session, the CS-H rotates relative to CS-W2.

The CS-E rotates relative t o CS-C. It is required that CS-C does not rotate relative t o CS-H.

[00167] Assu ming qhg and qcg are known t hrough head and camera calibrations and

ca n be obtained from the head/eye orientation database 680. vgc = ( xg, yg, zg ) is the gaze

vector in the CS-C ca lcu lated in the first step above.

[00168] Let qc2h be the quaternion of CS-C in CS-H :

qc2h = q_prd2( q hg_cnj, qcg )

where

q hg_cnj = q_cnj( q hg )

[00169] Let vgh be the gaze vector in CS-H

vgh = qvq_trans( qc2h, vgc )

[00170] Once vgh is known, quaternion qeh representing the CS-E in CS-H can be

ca lculated under the fol lowing 2 conditions:

vgh points t o the negative direction of the Z axis of CS-E.

The X axis of CS-E is pa ra llel t o the P-ZX pla ne of CS-H. Details o n ca lcu lating qeh are in the

Algorithms section.

[00171] In a third step, eye tracking includes calcu lating a gaze Quaternion in world

coordinate system. Knowing gaze quaternion qeh in CS-H in the second step, the gaze

quaternion qgw in CS-W2 can be obtained:

qew = q_prd3( q hw, qeh0_cnj, qeh )

where:

qeh0_cnj = q_cnj( qehO )

qehO is the initial gaze quaternion in CS-H that the user can use t o align the CS-E with CS-H

and get CS-E1.



[00172] The ability to allow user t o re-a lign CS-E with CS-H and get CS-E1 at any time

can provide the user an intuitive self-centered view and also hel p t o reset possible

measu ring errors.

[00173] Referring back to FIG. 6, after the head tracker 640 and the eye tracker 642

perform head and eye tracking, they can send the head and eye orientation information, e.g.

qhw and qew, of the user being tracked t o the gestu re determiner 650 for determining a

gestu re or gestu re combination of the user.

[00174] Knowing qew and qhw, a set of head and eye gestu res can be detected by the

gestu re determiner 650. This can be triggered by the working mode gesture determination

from the working mode coordinator 610 o r by a predetermined setu p such that the gestu re

determination may be automatical ly performed after the head/eye tracking.

[00175] A stare condition happens when a gaze vector is limited in a sma ll range over

a period of time.

[00176] Let vgw be the gaze vector in CS-W2

vgw = qvq_tra ns( qhw, vgh )

where:

vgh is obtained in the second step of eye tracking.

[00177] The average and varia nce of vgw over a period of time can be used for

detecting a sta re condition. If the average and varia nce are within their t hresholds, a sta re

condition happens.

[00178] When head rotates about it is X axis, head nod gestu re is detected. In one

embodiment, the head nod gesture a lso includes that a stare condition is true.

[00179] When head rotates about it is Y axis, head sha ke gesture is detected. In one

embodiment, the head shake gestu re a lso includes that a stare condition is true.

[00180] When head rotates about it is Z axis, head bobble gestu re is detected. In one

embodiment, the head bobble gesture also includes that a stare condition is true.

[00181] For the gestu re described above, head/eye gestu re can be f urther divided in

4 states on each axis:

G-M P: Turning t o positive direction

G-M N: Turning t o negative direction

G-SP: Reaching furthest position in positive direction

G-SN : Reaching furthest position in negative direction.



[00182] The com bination of the above 4 states at any one of the X, Y and Z axes can

form new gestures, based on various applications.

[00183] The gestu re determiner 650 may send the determined gestu re and/or

gestu re combinations to the instruction generator 660 for generating one or more

instructions.

[00184] The instruction generator 660 in this exa mple may generate an instruction

based on each gestu re or gestu re com bination determined by the gestu re determiner 650.

The instruction generator 660 may provide the generated instruction to a machine as an

input of the user giving the gesture or gestu re combination.

[00185] In one embodiment, the instruction generator 660 may select one of the

instructions 665 based on a predetermined mapping function that maps each gestu re

and/or gestu re combination to an instruction.

[00186] For exa mple, the fol lowing sequences (gestu re combination) of head motion

about X axis can be used t o simu late mouse down and mouse up events or up and down

arrow key events:

G-M P->G-SP->G-M N ==> Mouse up or up arrow key,

G-M N->G-SN->G-M P ==> Mouse down or down arrow key.

[00187] More gestu res ca n be simila rly defined and detected along each of the axes.

[00188] In one exa mple, the instruction generator 660 may provide an instruction

corresponding to a selection of an item by the user in VR, A R or Al related applications,

when the user has a sta re condition at the item and a head nod at the same time.

[00189] In another exam ple, the instruction generator 660 may provide an instruction

corresponding to a de-selection of an item by the user in VR, A R or Al related applications,

when the user has a sta re condition at the item and a head sha ke at the same time.

[00190] In another exam ple, the instruction generator 660 may provide an instruction

corresponding to a zoom in/out of an item by the user in VR, A R or Al related applications,

when the user has a sta re condition at the item and a head bobble at the same time.

[00191] In one embodiment, there is no more gyroscope in the tracking system 500

other than the gyroscope 520, and there is no more camera or imaging sensor in the

tracking system 500 other than the camera 510.



[00192] Fig. 8 shows a flow cha rt of an exem pla ry process for a head calibration,

according t o an embodiment of the present teaching. In one embodiment, the process may

be performed by the head calibrator 630 as shown in FIG. 6.

[00193] At 810, gyroscope outputs are received during movements of the user's head

along a first axis. A first 3D rotation vector aligned with the first axis is calcu lated at 820. At

830, gyroscope outputs are received during movements of the user's head along a second

axis that is orthogonal t o the first axis. A second 3D rotation vector aligned with the second

axis is ca lculated at 840. A quaternion representing an orientation of the head relative t o

gyroscope is calculated at 850.

[00194] Fig. 9 shows a flow chart of an exem pla ry process for a camera ca libration,

according t o an embodiment of the present teaching. In one embodiment, the process may

be performed by the head calibrator 630 as shown in FIG. 6.

[00195] Two markers are configu red at 910 in front of the camera. Three evenly

spaced horizonta l lines are configu red at 920 on a screen of the camera. A first image of the

two markers sitting in midd le of the top line and a corresponding gyroscope output are

obtained at 930. A second image of the two markers sitting in middle of the bottom line

and a corresponding gyroscope output are obtained at 940. A third image of the two

markers sitting in left side of the midd le line and a corresponding gyroscope output are

obtained at 950. A fou rth image of the two markers sitting in right side of the midd le line

and a corresponding gyroscope output are obtained at 960. A quaternion is calcu lated at

970 representing an orientation of camera relative to the gyroscope.

[00196] Fig. 10 shows a flow chart of an exem pla ry process for an eye on ly ca libration,

according to an embodiment of the present teaching. In one embodiment, the process may

be performed by the eye calibrator 632 as shown in FIG. 6.

[00197] At 1010, the user is instructed t o stare at a gaze point at a dista nce. The gaze

point may be picked by the user o r predetermined by the system. The gaze point may be far

enough from the user such that the distance from the gaze point to the center of the user's

eye is much longer tha n the possible local translations of the center of the eye when the

user performs a sequence of head and eye motions.

[00198] The user is instructed at 1020 to perform a sequence of head and eye

motions. A sequence of data pairs is obtained at 1030. Each pair of data includes an image

of an eye and orientation information from the gyroscope corresponding t o the camera's



status when capturing the eye image. Coordinates of the eye pupil center are obtained at

1040 for each eye image through image processing. Coordinates of the eye ba ll center in

the camera's coordinate system are calcu lated at 1050.

[00199] Fig. 11 shows a flow chart of an exemplary process for a head and eye

com bined calibration, according to an embodiment of the present teaching. In one

embodiment, the process may be performed by the head calibrator 630 and the eye

ca librator 632 as shown in FIG. 6.

[00200] The user is instructed at 1110 to sta re at a gaze point at a distance. The gaze

point may be picked by the user o r predetermined by the system. The gaze point may be far

enough from the user such that the distance from the gaze point to the center of the user's

eye is much longer tha n the possible local translations of the center of the eye when the

user performs a sequence of head and eye motions.

[00201] Gyroscope outputs are obtained at 1120 during movements of the user's

head along two axes that are orthogona l to each other. 3D rotation vectors aligned with the

two axes are calcu lated at 1130. A quaternion representing an orientation of the head

relative to gyroscope is ca lcu lated at 1140.

[00202] A sequence of data pairs is obtained at 1150. Each pair of data includes an

image of an eye and orientation information from the gyroscope corresponding t o the

camera's status when capturing the eye image. Coordinates of the eye pupil center are

obtained at 1160 for each eye image through image processing. Coordinates of the eye ba ll

center in the camera's coordinate system are ca lculated at 1170.

[00203] It can be understood that each orientation discussed according t o FIG. 8, FIG.

9, FIG. 10 and FIG. 11 can be represented by a matrix or a vector rather tha n a quaternion.

It can be understood that the order of the steps shown in each of FIG. 8, FIG. 9, FIG. 10, and

FIG. 11 may be changed according to different embodiments of the present teaching.

[00204] Fig. 14 schematica lly shows a system com prising the tracking system 500

described herein suita ble for a virtual reality (VR) application, according to an embodiment

of the present teaching. The system may include a V R headset including the tracking system

500 t o be worn by a user. While wea ring the headset, the user can see an immersive V R

screen 1410 in front of the user. The screen 1410 may include items not in reality. The user

may perform operations on the items on the screen 1410 by performing head/eye gestu res

or gestu re combinations as discussed above. In one embodiment, after the user cha nges a



body position, e.g. from sitting up to lying down, the system may adjust its initia l orientation

setu p for better tracking the user's head/eye motions and gestu res.

[00205] Fig. 15 schematica lly shows a system comprising the tracking system

described herein suita ble for an augmented reality (AR) application, according t o an

embodiment of the present teaching. The system may include an A R headset including the

tracking system 500 t o be worn by a user. While wearing the headset, the user can see an

image 1510 which includes both real items 1520 and virtua l items 1515 augmented to the

rea l items. The augmented virtual items may be selected upon the user's request and/or

based on the user's information or the features of the real items being augmented. The

user may perform operations on the image by performing head/eye gestures or gesture

combinations as discussed above. In one embodiment, after the user cha nges a body

position, e.g. from sitting up t o lying down, the system may adjust its initial orientation

setu p for better tracking the user's head/eye motions and gestu res.

[00206] Fig. 16 schematica lly shows a system comprising the tracking system

described herein suita ble for implementing on a self-d riving vehicle 1610, according t o an

embodiment of the present teaching. The system may include an A R headset including the

tracking system 500 t o be worn by a user. While wearing the headset, the user can see an

augmented image 1630 on top of or nea r the front window 1620 of the vehicle. For

exa mple, the augmented image 1630 may include a GPS map showing a route the self-

d riving vehicle 1610 is following. The user may perform operations on the GPS map by

performing head/eye gestu res or gesture com binations as discussed above. Based on the

user operations on the GPS map, e.g. selecting an alternative route, the self-driving vehicle

1610 may adjust its operation accordingly. In one embodiment, after the user changes a

body position, e.g. from sitting up to laying back, the system may adjust its initial orientation

setu p for better tracking the user's head/eye motions and gestu res.

[00207] Fig. 17 schematica lly shows a system comprising the tracking system

described herein suita ble for implementing on an artificia l intelligence that works with

machine learning, according t o an embodiment of the present teaching. The system may

include a headset including the tracking system 500 t o be worn by a user. While wea ring

the headset, the user can use head/eye gestu res t o control a development of artificia l

intel ligence (Al) 1710 which may work together with a machine lea rning device 1720 in a

cycle of learning, modeling and predicting. Quick and intuitive ways t o track and confirm



the user's attention point for data acquisition and confirmation via the system can play an

importa nt role in this loop.

[00208] In one embodiment, a system may com prise any wearable device coupled to

the tracking system 500, wherein the system is configu red for developing human machine

interaction based on inputs from a user wea ring the wearable device.

Algorithms

[00209] This section lists various exem pla ry algorithms used in accorda nce with

various embodiments of the present teaching. Some mathematic tools used in these

algorith ms can be fou nd in the Appendix section later.

CI. Obtaining the orientation of an object relative t o the gyroscope

[00210] Assu ming a gyroscope is attached t o a rigid object for ca libration. The goal is

t o get the orientation quaternion qog of CS-0 in CS-G.

[00211] Coordinate systems are defined as above.

[00212] The gyroscope's raw quaternion output is relative t o CS-W0.

[00213] CS-W1 is a CS-W aligned with the initia l orientation of CS-G as described

above.

[00214] In one calibration procedure, the object first rotate about its X axis of CS-O,

getting its first and second raw orientation quaternion q O and q l about this axis. And then

the object rotates about its Y axis of CS-O, getting its first and second raw orientation

quaternion q2 and q3 on this axis. qO, ql, q2 and q3 are relative t o CS-W0.

[00215] It can be proven that the quaternion qx_dif that represents the difference

between 2 quaternion q O one ql are the same in either CS-W0 or CS-W1:

qx_dif = q_prd2( q0_cnj, q l ) = q_prd2( q01_cnj, q l l ) where:

q0_cnj = q_cnj( q O )

q01_cnj = q_cnj( qOl )

[00216] Assu ming qOO is one initia l orientation quaternion of CS-G in CS-W0,

qOl, q l l are qO, q l in CS-W1

qOl = q_prd2( q00_cnj, q O )

q l l = q_prd2( q00_cnj, q l ) where:

q00_cnj = q_cnj( qOO )



[00217] A unit quaternion ca n be interpreted as a rotation vector and an angle that

rotates about this vector. Knowing the quaternion qx_dif that represent the orientation

difference between q O and ql , the rotation vector vx can be obtained from quaternion

qx_dif using method in Appendix section. qx_dif can be interpreted as a tra nsformation

from q O to ql.

[00218] vx can be regarded as the vector aligned with X axis of CS-0 in CS-W1.

Assuming vxO t o be (1, 0, 0) in CS-W1, then the quaternion qx that tra nsforms vx t o vxO can

be ca lculated.

[00219] An unit quaternion can be interpreted as a rotation vector and an angle that

rotates about this vector. Assu ming v_qx to be the vector part of qx, then v_qx is the cross

product vector of vx t o vxO. And assu ming theta_qx to be the angle pa rt of the qx , then

theta_qx is the angle from vx t o vxO. where:

cos(theta_qx) = v_dot( vx, vxO )

v_qx = v_crs( vx, vxO )

[00220] Once qx is known, the object's X axis is ca librat ed qx can be applied t o the

quaternion output of the gyroscope in later steps. This wil l make object's X axis aligned with

that of the X axis of W-CS. This can be displayed as a visual feed back t o user if needed. Then

w e can rotate the object about its Y axis and get its first orientation quaternion q2 and q3.

[00221] As qx is known, we need t o apply qx on q2 and q3: assu ming q22 and q33 to

be the quaternions after applying qx:

q22 = q_prd2( qx, q2 )

q33 = q_prd2( qx, q3 ) .

[00222] Having q22 and q33, we can ca librate Y axis fol lowing the simila r procedu re

as calibrating X axis.

qy_dif = q_prd2( q22_cnj, q33 ) where:

q22_cnj = q_cnj( q22 )

the rotation vector vy can be obtained from qy_dif using a method in Appendix.

[00223] Another approach to get vy is qy_dif = q_prd2( q2_cnj, q2 ) where:

q2_cnj = q_cnj( q2 ) . The rotation vector vyO can be obtained from qy_dif using a method in

Appendix vy ca n be obtained by transforming vyO with qx.

vy = qvq_tra ns( qx, vyO )



[00224] vy ca n be regarded as the vector aligned with Y axis of object being ca librated.

Assu ming vyO t o be (0,1, 0) in CS-W1, then the quaternion qy that tra nsformed vy t o vyO can

be ca lculated.

[00225] As a quaternion can be interpreted as a rotation vector and an angle that

rotates about this vector, assu ming v_qy t o be the vector part of qy, then v_qy is the cross

product vector of vy t o vyO. And assuming theta_qy to be the angle pa rt of the qy , then

theta_qy is the angle from vy t o vyO.

cos(theta_qy) = v_dot( vy, vyO )

v_qy = v_crs( vy, vyO )

[00226] By now both qx and qy are known. The quaternion qog that represents the

orientation of the object in the gyroscope coordinate system is:

qog = q_cnj( qxy ) where:

qxy = q_prd2( qy, qx ) .

[00227] The benefit of having the ca libration process in 2 steps is that user can repeat

each step independently. It a lso makes it possible for the ca libration system t o provide

visual feed back t o user in each stage when needed.

[00228] This 2-step ca libration can be a lso performed on different combination of

axes and in different orders. The procedu re described above calibrates X axis first and Y axis

secondly. We can name it as M-XY.

[00229] Simila rly, other com binations of rotating about any 2 of the 3 axes can

achieve the sa me goa l . In su mma ry, a l l of the possible combinations are M-XY, M-XZ, M-YX,

M-YZ, M-ZX, M-ZY, with first letter denoting the name of the axis t o first rotate about,

second letter denoting the name of the axis t o secondly rotate about.

C2. Calibrating camera orientation relative t o gyroscope and camera focal length

[00230] Coordinate systems are defined as above.

[00231] Assu ming a gyroscope is attached t o a camera that needs calibration. The

goal is t o get the orientation quaternion qcg that represent the orientation of CS-C in CS-G.

Fol lowing the procedure described above. 4 raw quaternion qO, q l , q2, q3 from gyroscope

ca n be obtained. Method described in CI section above can be used t o get qcg.

[00232] In addition, the focal length of the camera can be obtained as wel l . Assu ming

dy is the difference in pixel numbers between the top line and bottom line.



q_dif = q_prd2( q0_cnj, q l ) = ( w, x, y, z )

where

q0_cnj = q_cnj( q O ) .

[00233] Then the focal length f of the camera in pixel count is:

f = 0.5*dy*w/sq rt( x*x + y*y + z*z ) .

C3. Obtaining coordinates of the center of eye ball in camera coordination system

[00234] Coordinate systems are defined as above.

[00235] Assu ming a gyroscope and camera are fixed on a rigid frame t o form a

sensing unit. The sensing unit is fixed in front of one of user's eyes. The orientation of the

sensing unit is measured by the gyroscope. And the image of the center area of an eye is

captured by the camera.

[00236] During eye calibration procedu re, the user is required t o perform an

sequence of head and eye motions in order t o get the right combination of gyroscope and

camera sa mple data. The user shou ld pick a gaze point at a distance and sta re at it. A gaze

point is where the user's eye is looking at. Without losing eye focus on that gaze point, the

user t u rns the head.

[00237] It's not required where exactly the gaze point is. And it's not required what

kind of motion the head has if on ly eye ca libration is performed.

[00238] Assu ming camera orientation quaternion qcg in CS-G is known t hrough

ca libration in C2 section above. Assu ming each sa mple pair contains the raw orientation

quaternion qi of gyroscope output in CS-W0, and the coordinates of pupil center xyi = ( xi, yi )

obtained from the eye images. Assuming we have at least 3 pairs sa mple sets.

Sam ple 0: qO, ( xO, y O )

Sam ple 1: q l , ( xl, y l )

Sam ple 2: q2, ( x2, y2 )

[00239] The following steps are executed to get vec, the coordinates of the eye bal l

center in CS-C:

[00240] Step 1: Using input sample 0 and 1 to obtain the plane that contains the gaze

vector veO in CS-C that is corresponding t o sa mple 0.

ql_cnj = q_cnj( q l )

qcg_cnj = q_cnj( qcg )





the final choice of zc can be an eva luated and weight averaged va lue from some or all of the

results ca lcu lated from the fol lowing 6 functions.



[00246] Defining GET_XYC( xy, zz, zzcc, hv ) = ( hv * ( zzcc + zz ) - xy )

[00247] Knowing zc, xc and yc can be ca lculated with one of the fol lowing 2 functions

xc = GET_XYC( xel, zel, zc, hi )

xc = GET_XYC( xe2, ze2, zc, h2 )

the final choice of xc can be an eva luated and weight averaged va lue from some or a l l of the

results ca lcu lated from the following 6 f unctions.

[00248] yc can be calcu lated with one of the fol lowing 2 functions

yc = GET_XYC( yel, zel, zc, v l )

yc = GET_XYC( ye2, ze2, zc, v2 )

the final choice of yc can be an eva luated and weight averaged va lue from some or a l l of the

results ca lcu lated from the following 6 f unctions.

Gl. Calculating gaze vector in camera coordinate system

[00249] Coordinate systems are defined as above.

[00250] Assu ming camera and eye have be calibrated with the method described

above, and :

qcc be the the camera orientation calibration quaternion

vec = ( xc, yc, zc ) be the coordinates of the origin of CS-E in CS-C

be the center of eye pupil in camera image frame coordinate system,

vgc = ( xg, yg, zg ) be the gaze vector that pointing from the origin of CS-E t o the gaze point



[00251] Both zl and z2 are candidates of the solution of zv, zl is picked as z2 is

pointing away from the camera. Therefore, w e have:

zg = zl

xg = h* ( zc + zg ) - xc

yg = v*( zc + zg ) - yc.

G2. Calculating gaze quaternion in head coordinate system

[00252] Coordinate systems are defined as above.

[00253] Assu ming vgh = (xvgh, yvgh, zvgh ) is the gaze vector in H-CS. Assuming E-CS

has it Z axis aligned with the negative direction of the gaze vector. And it can be assumed

that the the X axis of E-CS is pa ra llel t o the P-ZX plane of H-CS.

[00254] Then the orientation quaternion qeh of the E-CS in H-CS can be ca lcu lated :

Ixz = sqrt( xvgh*xvgh + zvgh * zvgh )

siny = xvgh/lxz

cony = zvgh/lxz

sinx = -yvgh

conx = Ixz

mx = m_frm_x_axis( mx, sinx, conx )

my = m_frm_y_axis( my, siny, cony )

mxy = m_prd( my, mx )

then :

qeh = q_frm_m( mxy ) .

Appendix

Al. Coordinate Systems

[00255] A 3D coordinate system has 3 axes, X, Y and Z. Right hand ru le is applied for

the order of the axes and the positive rotation directions. Any 2 axes can form a plane.

Therefore, there are 3 planes defined as P-XY, P-YX and P-ZX pla nes.

[00256] A 2D coordinate system for camera image fra me has 2 axes, X, Y.

[00257] Converting from camera image fra me 2D coordinate system to 3D camera

coordinate system can be performed as below.



[00258] A 3D camera coordinate system has x axis pointing t o the right, y axis

pointing to the top and z axis pointing to the opposite direction of the lens. The captured

fra me by the camera has it origin in the top left corner, the coordinates (x,y) of a pixel have

to be norma lized first:

h = DEFOX(x) = ( x - x_center ) / FOCAL_LEN

v = DEFOY(y) = (y_center - y ) / FOCAL_LEN

where ( x_center, y_center ) is the coordinates of the center of the image fra me;

FOCAL_LEN is the focal length of the camera in unit of pixel cou nts.

[00259] A point in 3D Coordinates can be represented by a 3D vector v = (x, y, z). The

vector is from the origin of the coordinate system t o the position of the point.

A2. Quaternion, 3D Vector and 3x3 Matrix Maths

[00260] A quaternion has 4 elements q = (w, x, y, z )

[00261] An identity quaternion : q = q_idt( q ) = (1, 0, 0, 0 )

[00262] The conjugation of a quaternion : q_cnj( q ) = (w, -x, -y, -z )

[00263] The length of a quaternion : q_len( q ) = sq rt( w*w + x*x + y*y + z*z )

[00264] A unit quaternion has a length of 1.

[00265] The product of 2 quaternions q and p is t = q_prd2( q, p ) = q * p

where

q = ( qw, qx, qy, qz )

p = ( pw, px, py, pz )

t = ( tw, tx, ty, tz ) and

tw = (qw* pw - qx* px - qy* py - qz* pz)

tx = (qw* px + qx* pw + qy* pz - qz* py)

ty = (qw* py - qx* pz + qy* pw + qz* px)

t z = (qw* pz + qx* py - qy* px + qz* pw).

[00266] As a quaternion can be used t o represent a rotation transformation, if q2 is

product of 2 quaternion q2 = q_prd2( ql, q O ), then applying q2 as a orientation

transformation is equiva lent t o applying q O and then ql .

[00267] The product of 3 quaternions is:

q = q_prd3( ql, q2, q3 ) = q_prd2( ql, q_prd2( q2, q3) )

[00268] The product of 4 quaternions is:

q = q_prd4( ql, q2, q3, q4 ) = q_prd2( q l , q_prd3( q2, q3, q4) )



[00269] A 3D vector has 3 elements v = ( x, y, z )

[00270] The length of a 3D vector: v_len( v ) = sq rt( x*x + y*y + z*z )

[00271] A unit 3D vector has a length of 1.

[00272] A unit quaternion can be interpreted as a combination of rotation vector and

an angle rotating about this vector:

[00273] Dot product of 2 3D vectors va, vb:

d = v_dot( va, vb ) = va . vb = ax* bx + ay* by + az* bz where

va = ( ax, ay, az )

vb = ( bx, by, bz ) .

[00274] There is an importa nt property of vector dot product: assu ming theta to be

angle between va and vb: then : cos(theta) = v_dot( va, vb ) .

[00275] Cross product of 2 3D vectors va, vb: vc = v_crs( va, vb ) = va x vb

where

y y

[00276] A 3x3 matrix is:

[00277] An identity 3x3 matrix is:



{ }
J t { , }

( 0,0,1 )

[00278] matrix subtraction:

CXx - XxO. Yx1 - 0 Zx - ZxO }
2 - _ ( mi } = m - X y - Yy Z Ζγ

t - XzO. Yzt~ Y2 21 ~Z
{ X

y )
X 1 ¥z Z∑

Xx .Yx Z
= }

[00279] matrix vector multiplication:

Χχ Υχ ,Ζχ
{ y Yy 2
i )

¥8 X, 2 )

vd 4% 4 }
:

Xx* - Υχ* ∑ z
X Y * Zy *

z = X∑ x Y∑ y Zz

[00280] matrix from quaternion:

- m.J r { }

Χ ,Υχ Ζ }
X Yy Z

Xx = l.Of - 2.0f*qy*qy - 2.0f*qz*qz

Xy = 2.0f*qx*qy + 2.0f*qw*qz

Xz = 2.0f*qx*qz - 2.0f*qw*qy

Yx = 2.0f*qx*qy - 2.0f*qw*qz

Yy = l.Of - 2.0f*qx*qx - 2.0f*qz*qz

Yz = 2.0f*qy*qz + 2.0f*qw*qx





c = cos( theta ) and

Xx = c

Yx = 0.0

Zx = s

Xy = 0.0

Yy = 1.0

Zy = 0.0

Xz = -s

Yz = 0.0

Zz = c.

[00284] Quaternion from matrix:

¾ f « „ m

q . y.
( Xx.Yx.Zx

X ,Yy,Z }

and :

if ( Zz < 0 ) {

if (Xx > Yy) {

t = 1 + Xx - Yy - Zz w = Yz - Zy

x = t

y = Xy + Yx z = Zx + Xz

} else {

t = 1 - Xx + Yy - Zz w = Zx - Xz

x = Xy + Yx y = t

z = Yz + Zy

}

} else {

if ( Xx < -Yy ) {

t = 1 - Xx - Yy + Zz w = Xy - Yx

x = Zx + Xz y = Yz + Zy z = t

} else {



t = 1 + x + Yy + Zz w = t

x = Yz - Zy y = Zx - Xz z = Xy - Yx

}

}

[00285] sq rt() is square root of a floating point number.

[00286] While various aspects and embodiments have been disclosed herein, other

aspects and embodiments will be apparent to those skil led in the art. The various aspects

and embodiments disclosed herein are for pu rposes of i l lustration and are not intended to

be limiting, with the true scope and spirit being indicated by the following claims.

[00287] Those skil led in the art will recognize that the present teachings are

amenable to a variety of modifications and/or enhancements. For exam ple, although the

implementation of various components described above may be embodied in a ha rdwa re

device, it may also be implemented as a software on ly solution— e.g., an insta llation on an

existing server. In addition, tracking motion and gestu re of human heads and eyes as

disclosed herein may be implemented as a firmwa re, firmwa re/softwa re combination,

firmwa re/hardware combination, or a ha rdware/firmware/software combination.

[00288] While the foregoing has described what are considered to constitute the

present teachings and/or other exa mples, it is understood that various modifications may

be made thereto and that the su bject matter disclosed herein may be implemented in

various forms and exam ples, and that the teachings may be applied in numerous

applications, only some of which have been described herein. It is intended by the fol lowing

claims t o claim any and all applications, modifications and variations that fal l within the true

scope of the present teachings.



What is claimed is:

1. An appa ratus configured for tracking head movement, comprising:

a spatia l orientation sensor configured for:

generating a first output during a first rotation of a head of the user about a

first axis, and

generating a second output during a second rotation of the head of the user

about a second axis that is orthogona l to the first axis; and

a computing device com prising a processor and a memory commu nicatively cou pled

with the processor, wherein the processor is configu red for:

determining an orientation relationship between the head and the spatia l

orientation sensor based on the first and second outputs.

2. The appa ratus of claim 1, wherein the com puting device com prises a working mode

coordinator configu red for determining a working mode for the computing device based on

an input of the user, wherein the working mode is at least one of: head calibration, head

tracking, and gestu re determination.

3. The appa ratus of claim 1, wherein the com puting device com prises a head calibrator

configured for:

obtaining the first output of the spatial orientation sensor;

calcu lating a first rotation vector aligned with the first axis based on the first output;

obtaining the second output of the spatial orientation sensor;

calcu lating a second rotation vector aligned with the second axis based on the

second output; and

calcu lating one or more parameters representing an orientation relationship

between the head and the spatial orientation sensor based on the first and second rotation

vectors.

4. The appa ratus of claim 1, wherein the com puting device com prises a head tracker

configured for:

obtaining an initia l output of the spatia l orientation sensor when the head is at an

initia l orientation;



obtaining a fina l output of the spatial orientation sensor when the head is at a fina l

orientation; and

detecting a head movement from the initia l orientation to the fina l orientation,

based on the initia l output of the spatia l orientation sensor, the fina l output of the spatia l

orientation sensor, and the orientation relationship between the head and the spatia l

orientation sensor.

5. The appa ratus of claim 4, wherein the head tracker is further configu red for:

configu ring the fina l output to be a new initia l output of the spatia l orientation

sensor; and

configu ring the fina l orientation to be a new initia l orientation of the head, such that

futu re detection of a head movement is relative to the new initia l orientation.

6. The appa ratus of claim 4, wherein the com puting device com prises a gesture

determiner configu red for:

determining a head gesture based on the detected head movement, wherein the

head gestu re is head nod when the head moves up and down about a third axis, wherein

the head gesture is head shake when the head moves left and right about a fou rth axis that

is orthogona l to the third axis, and wherein the head gestu re is head bobble when the head

moves about a fifth axis that is orthogonal t o both the third axis and the fou rth axis.

7. The appa ratus of claim 6, wherein the com puting device com prises an instruction

generator configu red for generating an instruction based on the determined head gesture,

wherein the instruction corresponds to an input of the user to a machine.

8. The appa ratus of claim 1, wherein an orientation measu red by the appa ratus is

represented based on at least one of: a quaternion, Eu ler angles, and a matrix.

9. The appa ratus of claim 1, wherein the apparatus is capable of being mou nted to a

device worn on head.



10. The appa ratus of claim 1, wherein the spatia l orientation sensor is the on ly spatial

orientation sensor in the appa ratus.

11. An appa ratus configured for tracking eye movement, com prising:

an imaging sensor configu red for captu ring and recording images of an eye of a user

when the user stares at a gaze point and performs a sequence of eye motions;

a spatia l orientation sensor, coupled to the imaging sensor such that the imaging

sensor has a fixed position and a fixed orientation relative to the spatial orientation sensor,

configured for:

generating outputs during the sequence of eye motions, wherein each of the

outputs corresponds to one of the images of the eye; and

a computing device com prising a processor and a memory commu nicatively cou pled

with the processor, wherein the processor is configu red for:

determining a position relationship between an eyeba ll center of the eye and

the imaging sensor based on: the images of the eye, the outputs of the spatial

orientation sensor, and the fixed orientation of the imaging sensor relative to the

spatia l orientation sensor.

12. The appa ratus of claim 11, wherein the com puting device com prises a working mode

coordinator configu red for determining a working mode for the computing device based on

an input of the user, wherein the working mode is at least one of: eye ca libration, eye

tracking, and gestu re determination.

13. The appa ratus of claim 11, wherein the apparatus is mounted on a fixed platform

and the computing device is f urther configu red for:

configu ring two markers in front of the imaging sensor;

configu ring t hree even ly spaced horizonta l lines on a screen of the imaging sensor,

wherein a midd le line of the three lines is in middle of the screen;

obtaining a first output of the spatial orientation sensor when the imaging sensor is

oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two markers sits in middle of a top line

of the three lines;



obtaining a second output of the spatial orientation sensor when the imaging sensor

is oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two markers sits in middle of a

bottom line of the t hree lines;

obtaining a third output of the spatial orientation sensor when the imaging sensor is

oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two markers sits on left side of the

midd le line of the three lines;

obtaining a fou rth output of the spatia l orientation sensor when the imaging sensor

is oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two markers sits on right side of the

midd le line of the three lines; and

calcu lating the fixed orientation of the imaging sensor relative to the spatial

orientation sensor and a foca l length of the imaging sensor based on the first, second, third,

and fou rth outputs.

14. The appa ratus of claim 11, wherein the com puting device com prises an eye

ca librator configured for:

instructing the user to stare at the gaze point and perform the sequence of eye

motions;

obtaining a sequence of data pairs each of which includes an image of the eye and a

corresponding output of the spatial orientation sensor;

obtaining coordinates of an eyebal l center of the eye in each image; and

calcu lating coordinates of the eyebal l center relative to the imaging sensor.

15. The appa ratus of claim 14, wherein the eye ca librator is further configured for

ca lculating coordinates of eyeba l l centers of both eyes of the user relative to the imaging

sensor based on images of both eyes captured by the imaging sensor.

16. The appa ratus of claim 11, wherein the com puting device com prises an eye tracker

configured for:

calcu lating a gaze vector pointing through an eyeba ll center of the eye on a head t o

an object the user is looking at, relative to the imaging sensor;

calcu lating the gaze vector relative to the head based on the gaze vector relative to

the imaging sensor;



calcu lating a fina l orientation of the eye relative to the head based on the gaze

vector relative to the head;

detecting an eye movement of the eye from a predetermined initial orientation to

the final orientation of the eye relative to the head, based on: the predetermined initial

orientation of the eye relative to the head and the final orientation of the eye relative to the

head; and

calcu lating a fina l gaze vector relative to the world based on the eye movement of

the eye and an orientation relationship between the head and the spatial orientation sensor.

17. The appa ratus of claim 16, wherein the eye tracker is further configu red for:

configu ring the fina l orientation of the eye to be a new initial orientation of the eye

relative to the head, such that future detection of an eye movement is based on the new

initia l orientation of the eye relative to the head.

18. The appa ratus of claim 16, wherein the com puting device com prises a gesture

determiner configured for:

determining an eye gestu re based on the detected eye movement, wherein the eye

gestu re is a stare condition when the gaze vector relative to the world is limited in a

predetermined sma ll range over a period of time.

19. The appa ratus of claim 18, wherein the com puting device com prises an instruction

generator configu red for generating an instruction based on the determined eye gesture,

wherein the instruction corresponds to an input of the user to a machine.

20. The appa ratus of claim 16, wherein the eye tracker is further configu red for

detecting eye movements of both eyes of the user, wherein a gaze vector corresponding to

each of the eyes moves from a predetermined initia l orientation to a fina l orientation

relative to the world.

21. The appa ratus of claim 11, wherein the apparatus com prises no more imaging sensor

other than the imaging sensor and no more spatial orientation sensor other than the spatia l

orientation sensor.



22. An appa ratus configured for tracking head and eye movement, com prising:

an imaging sensor configu red for captu ring and recording images of an eye of a user

when the user stares at a gaze point and rotates a head of the user about a first axis and

about a second axis that is orthogona l to the first axis;

a spatia l orientation sensor, coupled to the imaging sensor such that the imaging

sensor has a fixed position and a fixed orientation relative to the spatia l orientation sensor,

configu red for:

generating outputs during the rotations of the head of the user, wherein

each of the outputs corresponds to one of the images of the eye; and

a computing device com prising a processor and a memory commu nicatively cou pled

with the processor, wherein the processor is configu red for:

determining an orientation relationship between the head and the spatia l

orientation sensor based on the outputs, and

determining a position relationship between the center of an eyeba l l of the

eye and the imaging sensor based on: the images of the eye, the outputs of the

spatia l orientation sensor, and the fixed orientation of the imaging sensor relative to

the spatial orientation sensor.

23. The appa ratus of claim 22, wherein the com puting device com prises:

a head tracker configu red for:

obtaining an initia l output of the spatia l orientation sensor when the head is

at an initia l orientation,

obtaining a fina l output of the spatial orientation sensor when the head is at

a final orientation, and

detecting a head movement from the initial orientation to the final

orientation, based on the initia l output of the spatia l orientation sensor, the fina l

output of the spatia l orientation sensor, and the orientation relationship between

the head and the spatial orientation sensor; and

an eye tracker configured for:



calculating a gaze vector pointing through the center of the eyebal l to an

object the user is looking at, relative to the imaging sensor,

calculating a gaze vector relative to the head based on the gaze vector

relative to the imaging sensor,

calculating a fina l orientation of the eye relative to the head based on the

gaze vector relative to the head,

detecting an eye movement of the eye from a predetermined initial

orientation to the fina l orientation of the eye relative to the head, based on: the

predetermined initial orientation of the eye relative to the head and the fina l

orientation of the eye relative to the head, and

calculating a fina l gaze vector relative to the world based on the eye

movement of the eye and an orientation relationship between the head and the

spatia l orientation sensor.

24. The appa ratus of claim 23, wherein the head movement and the eye movement are

detected at the sa me time.

25. The appa ratus of claim 23, wherein the head movement and the eye movement are

detected independently from each other.

26. The appa ratus of claim 23, wherein :

the eye tracker is further configu red for configu ring the final orientation of the eye

t o be a new initial orientation of the eye relative to the head, such that futu re detection of

an eye movement is based on the new initia l orientation of the eye relative to the head; and

the head tracker is further configured for:

configuring the fina l output to be a new initial output of the spatia l

orientation sensor; and

configuring the fina l orientation to be a new initial orientation of the head,

such that futu re detection of a head movement is relative to the new initial

orientation of the head.



27. The appa ratus of claim 23, wherein the com puting device com prises a gesture

determiner configu red for:

determining a head gesture based on the detected head movement, wherein the

head gestu re is head nod when the head moves up and down about a third axis, wherein

the head gesture is head shake when the head moves left and right about a fou rth axis that

is orthogona l to the third axis, and wherein the head gestu re is head bobble when the head

moves about a fifth axis that is orthogonal to both the third axis and the fou rth axis;

determining an eye gestu re based on the detected eye movement, wherein the eye

gestu re is a stare condition when the gaze vector is limited in a predetermined smal l range

over a period of time; and

determining a gesture com bination based on the eye gestu re and the head gestu re.

28. The appa ratus of claim 27, wherein the com puting device com prises an instruction

generator configu red for generating an instruction based on the determined gestu re

combination, wherein the instruction corresponds to an input of the user to a machine.

29. The appa ratus of claim 22, wherein the apparatus com prises no more imaging sensor

other than the imaging sensor and no more spatial orientation sensor other than the spatia l

orientation sensor.

30. A system com prising the appa ratus of claim 22 and a headset coupled to the

appa ratus, wherein the system is configured for providing a virtual rea lity for a wearer of

the headset.

31. A system com prising the appa ratus of claim 22 and a headset coupled to the

appa ratus, wherein the system is configured for providing an augmented rea lity for a

wearer of the headset.



32. A system com prising the appa ratus of claim 22 and a headset coupled to the

appa ratus, wherein the system is configured for providing an augmented rea lity for a driver

wearing the headset in a self-d riving vehicle.

33. A system com prising the appa ratus of claim 22 and a headset coupled to the

appa ratus, wherein the system is configured for developing artificia l intel ligence and/or

machine learning based on inputs from a user wearing the headset.

34. A system com prising the appa ratus of claim 22 and a wea rable device cou pled t o the

apparatus, wherein the system is configured for developing human machine interaction

based on inputs from a user wearing the wearable device.

35. A method, implemented on a machine comprising at least one processor and a

memory for tracking a movement of an object, comprising:

generating a first output during a first rotation of the object about a first axis;

generating a second output during a second rotation of the object about a second

axis that is orthogonal t o the first axis; and

determining an orientation relationship between the object and the spatia l

orientation sensor based on the first and second outputs.

36. The method of claim 35, wherein the object is a head of a user.

37. A method, implemented on a machine comprising at least one processor and a

memory for tracking head and eye movement, com prising:

capturing and recording, by an imaging sensor, images of an eye of a user when the

user sta res at a gaze point and performs a sequence of head and eye motions;

generating, by a spatia l orientation sensor, outputs during the sequence of head and

eye motions, wherein each of the outputs corresponds to one of the images of the eye,

wherein the imaging sensor has a fixed position and a fixed orientation relative to the

spatial orientation sensor; and



determining, by the at least one processor, a position relationship between a center

of an eyeba l l of the eye and the imaging sensor based on: the images of the eye, the outputs

of the spatial orientation sensor, and the fixed orientation of the imaging sensor relative to

the spatia l orientation sensor.

38. A method, implemented on a machine comprising at least one processor and a

memory for tracking head and eye movement, com prising:

capturing and recording, by an imaging sensor, images of an eye of a user when the

user sta res at a gaze point and rotates a head of the user about a first axis and about a

second axis that is orthogona l to the first axis;

generating, by a spatia l orientation sensor, outputs during the rotations of the head

of the user, wherein each of the outputs corresponds to one of the images of the eye,

wherein the imaging sensor has a fixed position and a fixed orientation relative to the

spatial orientation sensor;

determining, by the at least one processor, an orientation relationship between the

head and the spatial orientation sensor based on the outputs; and

determining, by the at least one processor, a position relationship between a center

of an eyeba l l of the eye and the imaging sensor based on: the images of the eye, the outputs

of the spatial orientation sensor, and the fixed orientation of the imaging sensor relative to

the spatia l orientation sensor.

39. A machine-readable tangible and non-transitory medium having information for

tracking head movement, wherein the information, when read by the machine, causes the

machine to perform the fol lowing:

generating a first output during a first rotation of a head of a user about a first axis;

generating a second output during a second rotation of the head of the user about a

second axis that is orthogona l to the first axis; and

determining an orientation relationship between the head and the spatia l

orientation sensor based on the first and second outputs.

40. An appa ratus comprising:

an imaging sensor;



a spatia l orientation sensor coupled to the imaging sensor such that the imaging

sensor has a fixed position and a fixed orientation relative to the spatial orientation; and

a computing device com prising a processor and a memory commu nicatively cou pled

with the processor, wherein the processor is configu red for:

configuring two markers in front of the imaging sensor,

configuring three even ly spaced horizonta l lines on a screen of the imaging

sensor, wherein a midd le line of the t hree lines is in middle of the screen,

obtaining a first output of the spatial orientation sensor when the imaging

sensor is oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two markers sits in

midd le of a top line of the three lines,

obtaining a second output of the spatial orientation sensor when the imaging

sensor is oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two markers sits in

midd le of a bottom line of the t hree lines,

obtaining a third output of the spatia l orientation sensor when the imaging

sensor is oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two markers sits on

left side of the midd le line of the t hree lines,

obtaining a fourth output of the spatial orientation sensor when the imaging

sensor is oriented to an orientation such that an image of the two markers sits on

right side of the midd le line of the t hree lines, and

calculating the fixed orientation of the imaging sensor relative to the spatia l

orientation sensor and a foca l length of the imaging sensor based on the first,

second, third, and fourth outputs.
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